This invention relates to safety devices, and more particularly, to a new and improved guard intended primarily for use with outboard motors or engines.

For this reason, attempts have been made to protect the gear shifting, steering, and speed controls which on most types and models of outboard motors equipped with electrical starting and remote steering (wheel) control are outside of the motor container or covering per se, and therefore subject to frequent damage, from striking against docks, pilings and from other craft perhaps carelessly secured at adjacent moorings. However, these devices have not proved particularly successful, for a number of reasons, including lack of resiliency, the absence of comprehensive coverage, and for other reasons.

An object of the present invention is to provide an outboard motor guard for protecting the steering, gear shifting and speed controls as well as other vital parts thereof.

Another object is to provide simplicity in such a device.

Another object is to provide easy mounting and even removal of a guard of the instant type.

A still further object is to provide economy of manufacture of such a safety instrumentality.

Another object is to make possible positive operation thereof.

Another object is to provide symmetry and beauty in an outboard engine guard.

Another object is to provide or make possible facile adjustment thereof.

These and other objects made apparent during the further progress of the instant specification are accomplished by means of the present invention, a full and complete understanding of which is facilitated by reference to the drawings herein, in which:

FIG. 1 is a view in perspective of the guard member per se;

FIG. 2 is an enlarged view, fragmentary in part, showing how the basic guard element is mounted to suction cups by means of intermediate springs and associated hardware;

FIG. 3 is a side view of the guard in place on an outboard motor associated with a boat; and

FIG. 4 is a top plan view of the structure of FIG. 3.

Turning now to the drawings, 10 represents a guard element, preferably formed of hollow plastic pipe having substantial strength, yet good resiliency. This member is joined or united at its two ends 11 and 12 as by a hollow sleeve 13 into which said ends are fitted and adjusted so as to form exactly the desired oval structure necessary to accommodate (in conjunction with intermediate spring and suction cup structure) the dimensions of a given size or model of outboard motor. This fitting is accomplished by a pair of clamps 14 and 15 which are fitted with adjusting screws 16 and 17, a loosening of which permits the insertion of the ends of guard 10, and after proper spacing or adjustment in sleeve 13, tightening fastens the guard in permanent or semi-permanent position about the outer circumference of the engine. Further securing is afforded through the suction cups as will be made clear hereafter.

Spatedly mounted around the inner peripheral edge of 10 are a plurality of spring spreader elements 18, the wire ends 19 of said springs being tightly wound or twisted to encircle the guard as at 20; and the opposite ends of the springs being fixedly mounted to suction cups 21 as by means of metal clips 22 through which are passed cup screws 23 for the purpose of rigidly engaging cups 21.

In operation, the guard is first adjusted for circumference as described heretofore, and then the suction cups are affixed to the outer casing of the outboard motor 24 in a conventional manner, it having been found even that no glycerine or similar substance is required for this operation. Removal may be affected by means of a screw driver being inserted beneath the rim or edge of the cup. The motor is shown conventionally mounted to a boat 25.

When thus mounted it is apparent that the instant safety device effectively guards and protects the vital control elements of the motor, which are suggested by the numeral 26 in the drawings. That a blow against the outer edge of the guard is first resisted by the inherent resiliency thereof, and then picked up by the springs and suction cups in such a manner as protect the motor in its vital parts against all but the most violent blows. That this action results in the suction cups being even more firmly attached at each impact, which attachment is effective in the first instance through the firm oval attachment of the guard around the motor casing.

The stern cup in association with its connecting spring 27 represents a somewhat shorter connection than do the others, in the average case, although this is not necessarily so. It will also be noted that guard 10 may be fabricated from any suitable material, that spring spreader elements may represent any suitable cushioning devices, as for example, flat springs or rubber blocks in appropriate installations, and that suction cups 21 are likewise subject to the law of mechanical equivalents.

From the foregoing it will be apparent that there has been shown and described herein a new and useful outboard motor guard that is simple in construction, easy to operate and adjust, and thoroughly adapted for and to its intended purposes. While said device has been described in some detail herein, no limitation is implied or intended thereby, but on the contrary, the appended claims are to be given an interpretation and scope fairly in keeping with the contribution to the art.

I: CLAIM:

1. In a device of the character described, a generally circular resilient guard member having open ends, means for adjustably uniting said ends, a plurality of spring spreader elements mounted around the inner peripheral edges of said guard member, and suction cups secured to said springs for positioning the guard around its exterior of an outboard motor.

2. In a device of the character described, a generally circular resilient guard member having open ends, means for adjustably uniting said ends in fixed relationship, a plurality of spring spreader elements mounted around the inner peripheral edge of said guard member, and suction cups securely mounted to said springs for positioning the guard horizontally around the exterior of an outboard motor in spaced relationship thereto.
3. In a device of the character described, an oval-shaped guard member, means for fixedly adjusting the circumference of said oval, a plurality of resilient spacing elements mounted around the inner peripheral edge of said guard member, and suction cups fixedly secured to said spacing elements for positioning the guard about the exterior of an outboard motor.

4. In a device of the character described, a generally circular resilient guard member, means for fixedly adjusting the extent of the outer circumference of said guard member, a plurality of resilient spacing elements mounted around the inner edge of said guard, and means adjacent to and connecting with said spacing elements for the purpose of removably securing the guard structure to the exterior of an outboard motor.
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